
My Chat with the "elegant dancers" at ICUC - Sep. 14/14 
 

Notes:  
 
1. For the record, the ICUC chatterers appeared to be “on guard” on all pages I visited on the 
site.  After several “thanks, but no thanks” on my part, I finally decided to see how they might 
respond to my questions! 
 
2. All emphases below added by me 

 
Me: 

Where can I find your criteria/definition of "negative social content"? 
  
ICUC Representative: 

Policy procedures between ICUC & our clients prohibit us from discussing any areas of 
concern as it pertains to content of our client. Please use the "Contact Us" link on the client 
website to express your concerns. 

  
Me: 

Amazing. But far from surprising! But did you happen to notice, I did not express a "concern" 
pertaining to any of your client content. Just wanted definition of "negative social content" 

  
ICUC Representative: 

The definition of negative social content varies depends on various needs and requests of 
our clients. 

  
Me: 

I see. And somehow, those who comment on your clients' sites are supposed to divine what 
these "needs and requests" might be. How "transparent". Not! 

  
ICUC Representative: 

If you have any problems and concerns regarding this, we ask you use "Contact Us" link on 
the client's website. We, unfortunately, cannot discuss it. 

  
Me: 

Well, considering that CBC (for example) does not even openly disclose that ICUC does their 
moderation, I'm inclined to suspect that their answer will be no more honest or forthright than 
yours.  

 
Don't forget I've already read their rules/guidelines (both long and short versions) And clearly 
they have different definitions than those found in any decent dictionary! 

  
[Sorry. Due to inactivity, this chat session has been disconnected. Please reinitiate the chat if 
you still need assistance.] 

 
HRO – Looks like  the above last words from me have not yet generated a scripted reply on the 
part of ICUC’s “experts” ;-)  
 
On further exploration of the ICUC site, I also found: 
   



http://www.icucmoderation.com/2014/07/15/dentsu-aegis-network-launches-social-media-
intelligence-brand-middle-east/ 

  
“The social media world is evolving and changing daily, and a brand can no longer have a 
social media presence without needing protection. With the launch of ICUC,  we can help 
brands moderate and monitor their social conversation in both Arabic and English. Social 
networks, blogs and video-sharing sites like YouTube are great vectors in the region but this 
is just one aspect of social strategy. Whilst brands need to engage with their consumers 
24/7/365 through strong social customer care, managing online reputation by keeping 
negative social content at bay is equally important. With 12 years of experience in online 
risk mitigation ICUC delivers peace of mind and insurance for our clients and their social 
presence.” said Audrey Soler, Business Development Manager, ICUC." 

   
And here’s ICUC’s description of their CBC connection: 
 

http://www.icucmoderation.com/portfolio/cbc/ 
 

When educated readers comment on news stories that matter to them, you need savvy eyes 
moderating the conversation. Maintaining decorum while passionate fans express 
themselves requires an elegant dance that our Specialists have carefully mastered. 
We protect freedom of expression while ensuring that tangents, rants, and trolls don’t derail 
or ruin a thread for others. 
 
Our teams of experts know current events, social issues, politics, and most of all: effective 
communication. 

 
For cost of training received by these “elegant dancers” or “teams of experts” (take your pick!) 
See: 
 

http://moderationgateway.com/pricing/ 
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